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Abstract—New research shows a significant link between lung cancer and cancer-causing chemical pollution, especially from large industrial facilities such as oil refineries. The aim of the study was to compare the incidence rate of lung cancer between oil refinery counties and non oil refinery counties in Syria. All our data were collected from the Nuclear Medical Center at Beirutouni hospital in Damascus, which has the only Cancer disease registry in Syria. All patients (n=2790) who were diagnosed in 2006 with any type of cancer from oil refinery counties (n=2) and non oil refinery counties (n=3) in Syria were included in this study according to their residency place and cancer type. Our results indicate that Lung cancer in oil refinery counties constituted significantly higher percentage of all cancers than non oil refineries counties [P=0.005]. Lung cancer incidence rates for 2006 in oil refinery counties was significantly higher than non oil refineries counties [refineries counties: 3.48 per 100 000 population; non refineries counties: 2.27 per 100 000 population; P=0.034]. Unexpectedly, only 53.9% of lung cancer patients in oil Refinery County were smoker. We also observed an excess rate of lung cancer occurrence in age group 30-39 years old in oil refinery counties. In conclusion, this study provides new information suggesting that oil refinery products may play an important role in lung carcinogenesis in Syria.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are two major factors influence the incidence of cancer: hereditary factors and acquired (environmental) factors. Environmental (as opposed to hereditary) factors account for an estimated 75%-80% of cancer cases and deaths in the US [1]. Although the estimated percentage of cancer deaths caused by environmental pollutants is small compared to the cancer burden from tobacco smoking (30%) and the combination of nutrition, physical activity, and obesity (35%), the relationship between environmental carcinogens and cancer is important because a small percentage of cancers can represent large number of deaths[2]. In the Eastern Mediterranean Region (EMR) as Worldwide, lung cancer is the most commonly diagnosed cancer and causes more deaths than any other cancer [3-5]. Its high mortality rate results from both a high incidence rate and a low survival rate [6].Changes in lifestyle have resulted in more exposure to cancer-promoting substances. This, together with the increased prevalence of tobacco use, changes in social and dietary habits, decreased physical activity, and exposure to other environmental risk factors, contributes to the increased lung cancer morbidity. The EMR is expected to see the greatest increase in lung cancer incidence in the next 15 years, with an greatest increase in death from lung cancer [7].

There is mounting evidence that Exposure to carcinogens-chemical or biological such as the material released from oil refiners increases the risk of cancer; including lung cancer [8, 9].Oil refineries emit about 100 chemicals everyday. These include metals like lead which makes it hard for children to learn. They also include very small dust particles called PM10, which get deep into our lungs and harm our ability to breathe. Finally, refineries emit many gases like sulphur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen oxide (NOx), carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, benzene and others. Unfortunately, data related to lung cancer pattern in the region are inadequate and directed almost to treatment. However, low rates of earlier diagnosis reduce the efficacy of treatment: In the majority of Eastern Mediterranean courtiers, lung cancer is generally diagnosed at a relatively advanced stage. Due to the lack of information on lung cancer rates in Syria and its relation to oil refinery, we believe this study will provide an important step toward lung cancer prevention. To our knowledge; this is the first study of its kind that compared frequency rates of lung cancer between oil refinery counties and non oil refinery counties in Syria.

II. METHODS

We compared the rate of lung cancer between oil refinery counties (Homs and Tartos) with free oil refinery counties (Damascus, Latakia, and Dair Alzour). Homs and Tartos are the only counties in Syria which has oil refinery (Figure.1). Homs Refinery Company (HRC) was established in 1959 in Homs while Banias Refinery Company (BRC) was established in 1975 in Tartos County. HRC and BRC recently reached a total capacity of around 6 million tons / year of both Light and Heavy Crude Oil. All our data were collected from the Nuclear Medical Center at Beirutouni hospital in Damascus, which has the only Cancer disease registry in Syria. Health care is free for all Syrian and is provided through a nationwide network of primary health care centers and hospitals. All Public Syrian Hospitals transfer their cancer patients to the nuclear medical center for both diagnostic and therapeutic cases. Few patients prefer to visit the private clinics for treatment but those should not account more than 5% of all cancer cases in Syria based on Beirutouni Hospital information because most of the cancer patients registered their diagnoses at Beirutouni hospital even if they did not get
Categorical variables chi-square tests are performed. For all continuous variables two-sample t tests were used and for counties were compared with respect to the selected variables. Cancer patients of oil refineries counties and non oil refineries percentages of total ± mean standard deviation, SD. Lung of cancer patient in each county: Homos 615, Damascus 1043, Tartos 308, Dair Alzour 407, Latakia 417]. The incidence rate was calculated using the average of 2006 population [10]. Incidence rates of lung cancer has been expressed per 100,000 population. The study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of Kalamoon University.

Statistical Analysis
Standard Package for Social Sciences, SPSS software was used to perform the statistical analysis. Data are presented as percentages of total ± mean standard deviation, SD. Lung cancer patients of oil refineries counties and non oil refineries counties were compared with respect to the selected variables. For continuous variables two-sample t tests were used and for categorical variables chi-square tests are performed. For all analyses, the significance level is set as 0.05.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To investigate the effect of oil refinery on the lung cancer occurrence in Syria, we included all the cancer patients who were diagnosed in 2006 in 5 different counties. Two of these counties have oil refiners. Table I summarized Clinical characteristics of the study subjects.

A. Lung Cancer Rate in Refineries Counties in Comparison to non Refineries’ Counties
Lung cancer constituted higher percentage of all cancers in Tartos and Homos (10.06%, 9.43%) compared to Damascus, Latakia and Dair Alzour (7.28%, 6.7%, 7.3%) respectively. Statically, lung cancer in oil refinery counties constituted significantly higher percentage of all cancers than non oil refineries counties [refineries counties (n=2): total cancer cases 923, lung cancer cases 89, % of lung cancer = 9.75 ± 0.45; non refineries counties (n=3): total cancer cases 1867, lung cancer cases 134, % of lung cancer =7.1 ± 0.34; P=0.005] (Table II).

Based on Al Beirouni University Hospital data, lung cancer incidence rates for 2006 in oil refinery counties was significantly higher than non oil refineries counties [refineries counties: 3.48 per 100 000 population; non refineries counties: 2.27 per 100 000 population; P=0.034] (Table II). This observation may indicate that Homos and Tartos counties at greater risk of lung cancer occurrence because of long term exposures to the pollutants which are released from oil refinery factories. In comparison to other studies, lung cancer incidence rates in Qatar for 2006 (4.8 per 100,000 population) and Egypt for 1999-2001 (7.7 per 100,000 population) were remarkably higher than the studied counties in Syria. The differences in rates can be attributed to several factors; Cultural disturbances associated with modernization, rich diet, physical inactivity and smoking. In addition we look at only few counties in Syria not all. for these reasons, our results might me under estimated in comparison to other countries [11], [12]

In support of our finding, there is a study in Spain shows that toxic substances released into the environment by many types of industries might be associated with some malignant tumors, specifically lung cancers. Spanish data looked at geographical mortality patterns in association with industrial pollution. The geographic patterns studies in Spain suggest that there are environmental factors which may play an important role in tumor etiology and lung cancer in Spain [13].In contrast, Hearey et al. found no relationship between cancer incidence and residential exposure to petroleum and chemical emissions in Contra Costa County[14]

B. Comparison of Lung Cancer Frequency Rates between Refineries Counties and non Refineries Counties according to Their Age Groups, Sex Distribution and Smoking Habits
Our results show that frequency rate of lung cancer rises sharply with age in all counties as already known in other studies that lung cancer is a disease of aging [15]. According to the American Cancer Society, the average age of people with lung cancer is 60. Lung cancer is unusual among people under 40 years of age. We also observed an excess rate of lung cancer in aged group 30-39 and low rate above 70 years old group in oil refinery counties in comparison to non refinery counties (Table II). This observation indicates that oil refineries may increase the risk of lung cancer occurrence at the younger age groups.

There was no significant different between refinery counties and non refinery counties in both male and female. Around 75% of lung cancer patients were males in both refinery counties and non refinery counties (Table II).

The high frequency rate of lung cancer among males than females in both refinery counties and non refinery counties may due primarily to the lower prevalence of smoking among females in Syria [16].Several studies indicate that smoking is related to all the major types of lung cancer.
Unpredictably, our results showed that the percentage of smokers among lung cancer patients was significantly lower in refineries counties than non oil refineries counties [refineries counties: total lung cancer cases 89, % of smokers= 53.9%; non refineries counties: total lung cancer cases 134, % of smokers= 70.1%; P=0.014], (Table II). These results were unexpectedly surprising to us since it is already known that more than 80% of lung cancer patients are smokers. For example; in the United States, smoking is estimated to account for 87% of lung cancer cases (90% in men and 85% in women)[17]. Our findings point to potential other causes for lung cancer in the estimated 46.1% of lung cancer patients who never smoked and live in refinery counties. This study raises concern ( or supports our theory) that other environmental carcinogens influencing the current trends for lung cancer in these counties, or possibly interacting with cigarette smoking changing incidence and mortality [18]. There are many carcinogenic substances...
which are increased in workplace (oil refinery), as well as in the general environment: Volatile Organic compounds (Methane, Ethane and benzene), nitrogenated composites, and derivatives of sulphur [18]. There is some evidence to suggest an association between cancer incidence (including lung cancer) and employment at petrochemical facilities or even living close to that area [9, 19-21].

Some limitations of our analysis are worth noting. One of these limitations is that we only included registered cases at Beirouni Hospital (government cancer center) which account for high percentage of all cancer cases in Syria based on Beirouni Hospital information (not published). For this reason, our results might be under estimated. Despite these limitations, our data provide a good indication of current patterns of lung cancer in Syria. Such estimates may serve as a baseline for investigating future trends of lung cancer incidence and planning for better lung cancer control activities in the next millennium.

IV. CONCLUSION

To our knowledge, this is the first study of its kind that compared lung cancer incidence rate between refineries counties and non refineries counties. Our data showed that lung cancer incidence rate was higher in oil refinery counties. Although the study is not conclusive, it provides new information suggesting that oil refinery products may play an important role in lung carcinogenesis. It will be important for future studies to determine the exact cause-effect relationship between exposure to oil refinery products and lung cancer. We would recommend planning for well designed future prospective studies looking at workers of oil refineries and future cancer risk in relation to known risk factors such as smoking and other molecular genetics markers.
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